
Sening® 
BETA and DELTA 
Tank Truck Centrifugal Pumps 

Features

`` Low wear, low maintenance, long life

`` Self-priming 

`` Quiet operation

`` A versatile modular system to achieve different flow rates

`` Resistant to dirt particles in the fuel
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Principal of 
Operation
The BETA and DELTA pumps differ essentially 
in their different intake and discharge 
possibilities and their overall dimensions. The 
BETA pump allows different pump routes 
to be selected, as required, thanks to its 3 
ports and the control slide. The DELTA pump 
is available with 3 different impellers and 
can cover a displacement range from 700 to 
1200 L/min.
The drive unit can be rotated in steps of 90° 
in order to minimise the angle of inclination 
of the cardan shaft.
The pumps have an integral overflow valve 
to limit the pump pressure.
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Sening Beta Pump
The BETA pump is designed to operate 
with draw bar trailers and is equipped 
with an additional flange to connect to the 
trailer discharge line. 
.
The upper part of the pump housing 
incorporates a pneumatically controlled 
3-way valve system for:

`` Discharge from the truck

`` Discharge from the trailer

`` Gravity bulk discharge from the tank 
truck

`` Loading from the draw bar trailer to the 
truck

`` Loading from a bulk storage tank to the 
truck (includes an ejector to increase 
suction speed)

Flow rates: max. 1000 lpm
Pump pressure: max. 8.5 bar
Material: Aluminium,
(medium  Stainless Steel 1.4057, 
exposed parts) Brass 
Gaskets: Viton, NBR
Weight: approx. 30 kg

Sening® BETA and DELTA

Low Maintenance Centrifugal Pumps 

Sening Delta Pump 
The DELTA pump is available for
tank trucks with clockwise drive rotation 
(viewed in driving direction) or with 
hydraulic drive.
As an option the pump can be fitted with 
an ejector to increase the suction speed. 

Flow rates: max. 1200 lpm
Pump pressure: max. 8.5 bar
Material: Aluminium,
(medium  Stainless Steel 1.4057, 
exposed parts) Brass 
Gaskets: Viton, NBR

Weight: approx. 20 kg

Hydraulic Drive 
Available for 

BETA und DELTA.
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Ordering information
To determine the correct product order number, the following information is required:

`` Pump type

`` Gear ratio for the pump gear unit

`` Flow rate

`` Flange type of the pump gear unit (4-hole or 6-hole flange)

The hydraulic drive, Type F11-10, is connected directly to the impeller and pump housing 
without a gearbox. The oil flow rate of the hydraulic motor is 50 L/min at max. 350 bar

The impeller can turn at 5000 rpm maximum to achieve 
the highest flow rate.

Example: 
1000 rpm x 1.4 x 3.87 (No. 3) =  5418 rpm
Result: 5418 rpm is too high       choose gearbox ratio 3E instead
1000 rpm x 1.4 x 3.1  =  4340 rpm
e.g.  BETA2-3E-1006 =  BETA for auxiliary drive,  

 gearbox ratio 3.10 - 1000 lpm - 6-hole flange
BETA2L-4-1004 = BETA for auxiliary drive turning clockwise, 

 gearbox ratio 4.94 - 1000 lpm - 4-hole flange
BETA2-HY-1000 = BETA with hydraulic drive - 1000 lpm
DELTA2-3-1004 = DELTA with gearbox ratio 3.87 - 1000 lpm - 4-hole flange
DELTA2-HY-1200 = DELTA with hydraulic drive - 1200 lpm 

Please refer to the following manuals for further technical details:  
BETA - Dok-391 (German); DELTA - Delta2_MNF13001GE-R101-490 (English and German). 
For further information visit https://goo.gl/Bab35w

Example for determining the order number:

Motor Aux. 
Drive

Tank Truck

Impeller 
rpm

Gear  
Ratio

Pump
Gear 

Order No.
Gear Ratio
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